Abstract-This paper presents a bit reversal circuit for continuous-flow parallel pipelined FFT processors. In addition to two flexible commutators, the circuit consists of two memory groups, where each group has memory banks. For the consideration of achieving both low delay time and area complexity, a novel write/read scheduling mechanism is devised, so that FFT outputs can be stored in those memory banks in an optimized way. The proposed scheduling mechanism can write the current successively generated FFT output data samples to the locations without any delay right after they are successively released by the previous symbol. Therefore, total memory space of only data samples is enough for continuous-flow FFT operations. Since read operation is not overlapped with write operation during the entire period, only single-port memory is required, which leads to great area reduction. The proposed bit-reversal circuit architecture can generate natural-order FFT output and support variable power-of-2 FFT lengths.
I. INTRODUCTION

F
AST FOURIER transform (FFT) is widely used in various signal processing applications, such as spectrum analysis, image and video signal processing, and communication systems. Over the past decades, various FFT hardware architectures have been investigated, including pipelined FFT architectures and memory-based FFT architectures. Pipelined FFTs include single-path delay feedback (SDF) [1] , [2] , single-path delay commutator (SDC) [3] - [5] , multi-path delay feedback (MDF) [6] - [8] , and multi-path delay commutator (MDC) [9] - [12] architectures. They have the advantage of high throughput, but demand high area cost especially for long-length FFTs. In contrast, memory-based FFT architectures usually have low area cost, because smaller numbers of butterfly processing elements (PE) are adopted to sequentially execute all the butterfly operations. Accordingly, their throughputs are often limited.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TCSI.2014.2327271 the whole architecture. As such, they can meet the demand of extremely high data rates of current state-of-art wireless communication systems, such as UWB (Ultra Wideband), IEEE 802.15.3c, or IEEE 802.11ac/ad. Two major function blocks should be designed for pipelined FFT processors, one is the FFT architecture itself and the other one is the bit-reversal circuit.
The function of the bit-reversal circuit is to convert the non-natural output order of the FFT architecture to natural order. This feature is especially important for communication systems, because FFT processors are usually followed by frequency-domain equalizer which requires timely and natural-order input data. However, much fewer works are dedicated to bit-reversal circuit design in the literature until recent years, compared to the amount of works on FFT architecture designs. For general memory-based FFT architectures, there are memory addressing schemes [14] - [16] , which facilitate natural-order FFT outputs. For pipelined FFT, bit-reversal circuits must support continuous-flow processing for the consideration of seamless generation of FFT outputs, due to contiguous inputs. Several works in the literature [2] - [5] , [17] - [19] , proposed bit-reversal circuits for single-path pipelined FFT architectures. For parallel pipelined FFTs, the design of the reordering circuits is even more challenging as it requires to reorder multiple concurrent FFT outputs simultaneously. Thus, only a few works in the literature discuss this problem [9] , [10] , [12] . Among them, reordering circuits for parallel data are described in [9] , [10] . The circuit proposed in [9] calculates the bit reversal for parallel output data, but its hardware complexity is high. On the other hand, the outputs of FFTs in [10] are in an order different from bit reversal, and therefore the reordering circuit is only applicable to this specific order. This work proposes a new bit-reversal circuit for parallel data that can be used for both MDC and MDF FFT architectures. The main contributions of this work are twofold. First, it is the first parallel bit-reversal circuit based on single-port memory. Besides, it is area-efficient, as the total memory size is , where is FFT length. Second, the proposed reordering mechanism is regular and flexible for supporting general power-of-2 FFT sizes, as well as variable-length bit reversal. The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, existing bit-reversal circuits are reviewed. In Section III, the design problem for a parallel bit reversal circuit is formulated. In Section IV, the proposed bit-reversal circuit is presented. Implementations and comparisons with existing bit reversal circuits are made in Section V, followed by conclusions in Section VI.
II. REVIEW OF EXISTING BIT REVERSAL CIRCUITS
There are various bit-reversal addressing schemes proposed in the literature. For non-continuous data flow, the schemes proposed in [20] - [23] focus on calculating the bit reversal 1549-8328 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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on data stored in a memory. In [24] , [25] , address generators for memory-based FFTs are proposed. Finally, for continuous data flow, solutions to bit reversal on serial data were provided in [2] - [5] , [11] , [17] - [19] , and solutions for parallel data are provided in [9] , [10] , [12] .
A. Bit-Reversal Circuit for Single-Path Serial Data
In [17] , the bit reversal on serial data is calculated using a double buffering strategy. This consists of two memories of size where even and odd FFT output sequences are written alternatively in the memories. The bit reversal can also be calculated using a single memory of size . This is achieved by generating the memory address in natural and bit-reversed order, alternatively for even and odd sequences [18] . The bit reversal circuit in [11] targets real-valued FFTs. Although the architectures in [11] are for parallel data, the bit reversal circuit only applies to serial data. For SDC FFT architectures, the output reordering can be calculated by using two memories of addresses [3] - [5] . Alternatively, the output reordering circuit can be integrated with the last stage of the FFT architecture [3] - [5] . Finally, in [19] , a novel circuit for calculating bit reversal on serial data is proposed. The circuit consists of cascaded buffers and multiplexers, which can flexibly convert the bit-reversed output for common FFT radices, including radix-2, radix-, radix-4, and radix-8. This approach provides the optimum circuits for bit reversal on serial data with minimum memory space.
B. Bit-reversal Circuits for Parallel Data
For parallel pipelined FFTs, only few works in the literature propose solutions to reorder the output data in parallel FFT architectures [9] , [10] , [12] . In [9] , a bit-reversal circuit for 8-parallel data is proposed. For an -point FFT, this circuit requires an -address memory for each parallel stream. In [10] , the outputs of the FFT are provided in an order different to bit-reversal. Thus, its reordering circuit is specific for the FFT architecture it proposed, but not for other MDC and MDF FFT architectures. Finally, [12] presents parallel radix-MDC FFT architectures. It also discusses the possibility of reordering the bit-reversed outputs by using a total memory of . However, as the paper focuses on the FFT architectures, the bit reversal circuit is not described.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION OF PARALLEL BIT-REVERSAL CIRCUIT
Given an -point discrete Fourier transform (DFT):
where and denote the input and output of the DFT respectively, and , which is called twiddle factor. For efficient implementation of FFT operations, radix-FFT algorithms are often applied. Besides, parallel pipelined architectures are often adopted to realize the radix-FFT algorithms [6] - [8] , because they can offer higher throughput than SDF or SDC pipelined architectures. As shown in Fig. 1 , a pipelined FFT processor accepts -parallel natural-order FFT input, and generates -parallel bit-reversed FFT output, where is the parallelism and is the bit-reverse representation of index . First, to convert parallel FFT output to naturalorder FFT output, a memory group partitioned into memory banks is required. Denote the -bit binary representation of as , where , the bit-reversed representation of is shown in Fig. 2 . In the figure, the LSB bits represent the path index, and MSB bits denote time index , where , and , which denotes the time index. Since each set of adjacent s (i.e., )) differ only in bits , their output path indices are the same. Therefore, they will be saved to the same memory bank if FFT outputs from paths (i.e., path 0 path ) are directly written to the corresponding memory banks (i.e., bank 0 bank ). This implies that it is impossible to provide -parallel natural-order outputs to the next-stage functional block due to conflicting memory accesses. Therefore, to avoid memory conflict, a suitable reordering mechanism should be designed so that output from each path can be switched to proper memory bank. Second, considering continuous-flow FFT operation, generally two groups of memory are required for the purpose of acting as ping-pong buffers during each FFT output period (of clock cycles). However, such architecture has the drawback of inefficient memory utilization, because memory space released after each readout cannot be immediately accessed during that output period. Thus, the problem of calculating the bit reversal of the FFT outputs translates into finding an efficient strategy to access the memory banks.
IV. PROPOSED PARALLEL BIT REVERSAL CIRCUIT
Based on previous discussion, a new parallel bit reversal circuit for parallel pipelined FFT processors is proposed. As shown in Fig. 3 , the architecture supports continuous-flow operation and calculates the bit reversals on parallel inputs. The architecture is composed of input and output commutators, two groups of memory banks, and one controller. The Write Commutator, denoted as CMT_WR, plays the role of switching FFT processor outputs to proper memory banks according to a pre-defined switching mechanism, which will be explained later. The Read Commutator, denoted as CMT_RD, helps to switch the memory banks' output to proper output paths. The memory is partitioned into two single-port memory groups, A and B, each containing memory banks. Furthermore, each memory bank stores data samples, leading to a total memory size . Between the memory and the Read Commutator, multiplexers are used to select the memory groups. Finally, the control block generates the memory addresses for read/write operations in each clock cycle. In addition, it also generates the control signals for commutators.
A. Switching Mechanism
The switching mechanism is based on the idea that the parallel inputs should be written into different banks. Likewise, the parallel outputs must be read from different banks. In order to guarantee this, a switching mechanism is devised as follows. The switching patterns of write commutator for 4-parallel and 8-parallel paths are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), respectively. Under switching pattern , the destination bank index for output from path , given a -parallel architecture can be derived through modulo operation over . (2) For example, consider the structure of 4-parallel paths, when switching pattern is 3, the path 2 output will be written to memory bank 1, i.e., due to the operation of mod . As shown in Fig. 2 , the adjacent s in a set will be stored in different memory banks by changing the switching patterns in every (i.e., ) cycles. The switching pattern is arranged as , which follows the bit-reverse form of -bit binary representation. Hence, the switching pattern at clock cycle can be derived as:
where is the floor function. Although other switching patterns are feasible, the proposed pattern is much easier for overall design according to our extensive experiments. The commutator CMT_RD operates in a similar way to CMT_WR, except the difference that it is to switch the output from memory bank to proper output path based on the following formula: (4) For general and , the detailed Write Commutator and Read Commutator architectures are shown in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) , respectively.
B. General Scheduling Rule for Read/Write Operations
To access the two memory groups efficiently under continuous-flow FFT operation, the selection of memory group for write or read operations at each clock cycle should be well scheduled. The proposed scheduling mechanism can be summarized as two types for all power-of-2 FFT lengths, depending on and . Let , and denote as or , if it is an even integer or odd integer, respectively, where is an integer. The memory write/read scheduling of two memory groups for even-value is shown in Fig. 6(a) , while the scheduling mechanism for odd-value is shown in Fig. 6(b) . Without loss of generality, FFT output from different symbols are assumed for continuous-flow operation and each symbol period is equal to , because samples are generated per clock cycle. First, for the first case, in the first clock cycles, the permuted data after write commutator are written into memory group A, and then followed by the data writing into memory group B in the next clock cycles. Such scheduling will be repeated periodically. During the last clock cycles of symbol 1 period, the controller will start the FFT output process by reading data from memory group A in natural order, i.e., start from . The released memory space will then be available for storing the permuted FFT output of the second symbol after clock cycles. Those procedures will be applied to memory group B similarly. For the case of odd , in the first clock cycles, the permuted data after write commutator are written into memory group A, and then followed by the data writing into memory group B in the next clock cycles. Similarly, the controller will start the read process in clock cycle of symbol 1. The released memory locations will be reused by the next symbol clock cycles later. With the above seamless scheduling, the two groups of memory banks act as cycle-based ping-pong buffers, instead of conventional symbol-based ping-pong buffers. Hence, the memory space can be utilized very efficiently with smaller single-port memory of size , as compared with conventional designs with larger memories.
C. Address Generations
The write/read address generation for the proposed parallel bit-reversal circuit is very simple and regular. Based on the previous discussion, address generation can be derived based on a cycle counter . For FFT length , counts from 0 to . Assume that the counter value is represented in -bit binary form, as , where , are defined in Section III. The write address generation differs for odd and even symbols. Assuming symbol is counted from 1, then for odd symbols, the permuted data after write commutator will be written into each memory banks of group A or group B starting from address 0, and incremented by 1 for each following write operations on that group. By referring to the read/write scheduling timing diagram shown in Fig. 6 , the write address of memory bank for either group A or group B in an odd-symbol period can be represented as (5) In contrast, for even symbols, the permuted data after write commutator will be written into the locations of their bit-reversed counterparts in previous symbol. Hence, the addresses for an even symbol can be derived by first computing the addresses of their counterparts in the previous symbol, followed by switching those addresses to suitable memory banks by a commutator. The switching mechanism of the commutator here is the same as the write commutator. Since the output after the write commutator from the -th parallel path is the -th output of the current symbol, where , its bit-reversed counterpart in the previous symbol has index . Based on (2), the associated data will be written to memory bank with bank index , ), where is its output path. However, is also the switching pattern of current symbol. Hence, the write address of memory bank in the even-symbol period can be represented as
The control signal wr_group_sel selects a specific memory group to write in each clock cycle, according to the following rule: for even for odd
The data is written to memory group B when wr_group_sel is 1, else it is written to memory group A. For demonstration, the write address generations are derived for 8-parallel architecture and realized, as shown in Fig. 7 , which can handle FFT lengths ranging from 128 to 32768 points. In the figure, is the 12-bit binary representation of ; and Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) show the write address of each memory bank for odd and even symbols, respectively. Since the read address is just the delayed copy of the write address, its derivation is omitted here. The final address for each group can be derived by multiplexing the write address and read address because single-port RAM is used. In the following, several design examples will be provided for better understanding of the proposed switching and scheduling mechanisms.
D. 8-Parallel FFT Examples 1) 128-Point FFT:
Without loss of generality, consider the example of 8-parallel 128-point FFT with continuous-flow operation. The output sequence from FFT processor for two contiguous symbols are shown in Fig. 8(a) . Commutator CMT_WR will switch the sequence every two clock (i.e., ) cycles. The switching pattern is {0,4,2,6,1,5,3,7}, which repeats again for the second symbol. The permuted sequence after CMT_WR is shown in Fig. 8(b) . The scheduling of write/read operations is shown in Fig. 8(c) . At clock cycle 15, the last output set of symbol 1 is written into memory group B, meanwhile the first natural-order output set of symbol 1 is read from memory group A; and those memory space can be released for the incoming symbol 2 later. Therefore, at clock cycle 16, the first output set of symbol 2 is written into those corresponding released locations in memory group A. Similar procedures are applied to all the other output sequences of symbol 2. Fig. 8(d) shows the distribution of all s of symbol 1 in the two memory groups right after clock cycle 15, while Fig. 8(e) shows the distribution of all s of symbol 2 in the memory groups after clock cycle 31. It is interesting to note that each of symbol 2 is stored in the location of its bit-reversed counterpart of symbol 1.
2) 8-Parallel 256-Point FFT:
Similarly, the bit-reversed output sequences of 256-point FFT are shown in Fig. 9(a) . CMT_WR switches those sequences every four clock cycles according to the same switching pattern. The permuted sequences after CMT_WR are shown in Fig. 9(b) . However, the scheduling of write/read operation is different from that of 8-parallel 128-point FFT. In clock cycle 0, the first output set of symbol 1 is written into memory group A, followed by the memory write of the 2nd and the 3rd sets of symbol 1 into memory group B in cycle 1 and cycle 2, respectively. Then the 4th and the 5th set will be written to group A again, and these procedures are applied to the following output sequences again. In clock 30, the first natural-order output set of symbol 1 is scheduled to be read out from memory group A, followed by the readout of the 2nd set (i.e.,
) and the 3rd set (i.e., ) from memory group B in clock cycle 31 and clock cycle 32, respectively. Then the read operations are switched back to memory group A again. In clock cycle 32, the first set of symbol 2 arrives which is stored in the released space set of symbol 1 previously. This procedure is again applied to the following incoming sequences, i.e., those sequences will be written into the released memory locations two clock cycles ago. The distribution of all s of symbol 1 in the two memory groups after clock cycle 31 is shown in Fig. 9(d) , while the distribution of all s of symbol 2 after clock cycle 63 is shown in Fig. 9(e) . Obviously, there are other possible scheduling approaches, for example, the scheduling shown in Fig. 10 , where the first two output sets are written to memory group A, followed by two output sets written into group B. Under this arrangement, read operations should be scheduled for group A in clock cycles 30 and 31. However, was stored in group B at clock cycle 2. It means that one should read from group B in clock 31, which violates the pre-scheduled write operation of group B in clock cycle 31, because single-port memory is assumed. Therefore, such scheduling is not allowed.
V. IMPLEMENTATIONS AND COMPARISONS WITH EXISTING WORKS
The proposed parallel bit-reversal architecture can support general power-of-2 FFT lengths. To verify its correctness for continuous-flow operation, the simulation patterns of bit-reversed FFT output are generated by Matlab first, and then loaded as reversal circuit's input when simulation begins. Simulation results verify that the proposed scheme is correct for FFT lengths ranging from 128 to 32768 points for 2-parallel, 4-parallel, and 8-parallel architectures. Based on scheduling shown in Fig. 6 , the latency for natural-order output is , and clock cycles for even and odd , respectively. The throughput is samples per clock cycle. The 8-parallel realization of the proposed bit-reversal circuit, which supports 128 to 32768-point FFT, is accomplished with TSMC-90 nm process. Its memory unit is realized with 16 single-port SRAM macros with data width of 32 bits. The pre-layout gate-level synthesis results show that the whole cell area is 1905852 , including logic part area of 11641 and memory area of 1894211 . It is observed that the logic part area is relatively small compared to the memory area. Its power consumption is 2.017 mW when it is operated at 320 MHz clock frequency.
The comparisons of existing bit-reversal circuits and their associated features are shown in Table I . The first column lists the circuits designed to calculate the bit reversal. The second column lists the type of FFT architectures for which they calculate the bit reversal. The third column shows the parallelism degree of each design. For SDF and SDC FFT architectures, the reordering circuits only process serial data, whereas for MDC and MDF FFT architectures the reordering circuits handle several parallel data simultaneously. The throughput data shown in the last column corresponds to their respective architectures. Note that serial bit-reversal circuit processes one sample per clock cycle, whereas parallel ones process samples in parallel per clock cycle. The fourth column of the table shows the FFT output pattern types presented to the reordering circuits. Most of the compared designs perform bit-reversal operation. However, some of them do not expect data in bit-reversed order from the FFT module, but in another specific order or pattern. Finally, the fifth column indicates the sizes and types of the memories needed to facilitate the reordering of data samples, and the sixth column shows whether those designs support continuous-flow operations and variable FFT length or not.
From Table I , it can be observed that the reordering circuits [3] - [5] , [11] , [17] - [19] are only for serial data, and not applicable to parallel MDC and MDF FFTs. The works in [3] - [5] propose modified SDC FFT architectures. Their bit-reversal circuits are merged with the last-stage butterfly unit of FFT processors. The bit-reversal function is achieved with extra data scheduling. The bit-reversal circuit in [17] requires memory size of . In [11] the bit reversal for real-valued FFTs is calculated, which is a specific order different to the bit-reversal in conventional FFTs. In [18] , the minimum buffer and latency required to reorder the input data are derived by mathematical analysis. In [19] , the bit-reversal circuit is composed of simple buffers and multiplexers. This work provides the optimum bit reversal circuits designs for serial data for radix-2, radix-, radix-4 and radix-8. In case of parallel data, the works in [9] , [10] , [12] target pipelined MDC FFT processors. Among them, the work in [9] only targets the case of 8-parallel data. This design is costly in terms of memory, as it requires a total memory size of . The work in [10] presents a more efficient approach, as it requires slightly more than memory words by using several sporadic small-size FIFOs. However, this design is only suited for a specific FFT output order pattern, instead of bit-reversed FFT output pattern. Compared to those works, the proposed approach targets FFT outputs of parallel data in bit-reversed order (not in other specific unconventional orders) and uses only a total memory size of words. Another alternative in [12] calculates the bit reversal for parallel data using approximately the same memory as the proposed approach. However, the detail of the bit-reversal circuit that carries out the reordering is not described. As such, the proposed design is the first circuit that calculates the bit reversal algorithm for parallel data using only a total memory size of words, and in particular, only single-port RAM is used, instead of two-port RAM adopted by all the compared designs. Take 8-parallel case for example, the area comparisons between a single-port 32-bit RAM and a two-port 32-bit RAM under different FFT sizes for both 90-nm and 55-nm processes are listed in Table II. Since no two-port TABLE II  MEMORY AREA COMPARISONS FOR DIFFERENT FFT SIZES USING SINGLE-PORT RAM AND TWO-PORT RAM synchronous SRAM are provided in our memory compiler tool, single-port Register File and two-port Register File are chosen for comparisons. For each FFT size, in addition to the total required area data, the table also shows the area ratio (in percentage) of the single-port RAM over the two-port RAM, where the two-port RAM is set as 100%. As shown, a larger FFT size has better area reduction ratio than a smaller FFT size, which can be up 50%, while at least around 30% area reduction can be obtained for 2048-point FFT. However, for FFT sizes smaller than or equal to 1024, the area reduction ratios will be lower than that of 2048, because now the depth of each memory bank is considerably small, i.e., only 64 for each single-port bank of a 1024-point FFT. In other words, flip-flop registers are preferred to memory macros in those cases.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, a new parallel bit-reversal circuit is proposed for parallel MDF and MDC pipelined FFT processors. The proposed architecture is cost-effective because only single-port RAM of total size is required for -point continuous-flow FFT. Besides, the addressing scheme is simple and regular for all power-of-2 FFT lengths, and it supports variable length processing. For future work, it is a very challenging task to further improve the proposed architectures so that the required memory space can be less than . In addition, generalization of the proposed design techniques to MIMO FFTs with very high throughput is also a good research direction. 
